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student committees. They may serve on other program committees if 
asked to do so. They will not be eligible to serve on standing committees 
of the Graduate School or as representative of the Graduate School to the 
New Brunswick Faculty Council or the University Senate. Adjunct 
members may be appointed by the Dean upon nomination by the faculty of 
a graduate program, with the approval of the faculty dean.  

 
Section 4.  Criteria for Full and Associate Membership   

 
(a) Tenured or tenure-track members of the faculty of Rutgers 
University or of the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New 
Jersey, if on regular state-funded IDR or SBR positions, will be 
appointed to membership or associate membership, upon 
nomination by the faculty of a graduate program and the 
endorsement of the faculty dean. Others nominated to membership 
or associate membership are subject to review and approval by the 
relevant Area Committee and the Executive Council. Those 
nominated to full membership shall be established scholars or 
creative artists with substantial continuing research programs or 
creative activity whose work is disseminated through scholarly 
refereed journals of distinction or their equivalent. The work shall 
be of sufficient stature and currency to justify the responsibility of 
supervision of doctoral dissertations or other original work for a 
terminal degree. Others may be nominated to associate 
membership who have established some record of scholarship or 
creative activity.  

 
(b) It is expected that members of graduate programs will be active 
scholars and will regularly participate as requested by the program 
with which they are affiliated, as teachers, thesis and dissertation 
supervisors or committee members, or in another substantive, 
scholarly way that the program may define. Those who are 
members of more than one program must participate in each. 
Members who are inactive in any program with which they are 
affiliated may, by vote of the program faculty, be asked to 
withdraw. No member of the Rutgers University faculty bargaining 
unit may be required to withdraw except in the context of a review 
of all members, following the procedure described in the attached 
memorandum of agreement.  

 
Section 5.  Adjunct Membership  

 
Individuals who are neither tenured nor on tenure-track appointments in 
Rutgers University or the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New 
Jersey may be nominated for adjunct membership. Adjunct members shall 
have voice but not vote in the affairs of the graduate programs and at 


